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Summer surprised us, coming over the Starnbergersee 


With a shower of rain; we stopped in the colonnade, 


And went on in the sunlight, into the Hofgarten, 


And drank coffee, and talked for an hour…. 


 


And when we were children, staying at the archduke‟s, 


My cousin‟s, he took me out on a sled, 


And I was frightened. He said, Marie, 


Marie, hold on tight. And down we went. 


In the mountains, there you feel free. 


I read, much of the night, and go south in the winter. 


(8-11, 13-18) 


 


 


Eliot most likely did not use this source, Marie Larish, My Past, due to the fact that he 


had firsthand contact with Marie Larish. “Valerie Eliot states that Eliot „met‟ the 


Countess Marie Larish, though „when and where is not known,‟ and that „his description 


of the sledding…was taken verbatim from a conversation he had with‟ her” (Rainey 126). 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


  








 When he entered the room I experienced a curious feeling of uneasiness.  


Perhaps my subconscious self knew the danger which Rudolph was destined to 


become in my life, and my nervousness increased when I saw that he watched me 


narrowly out of the corners of his eyes. The Crown Prince sat next to me and 


commenced to tease me unmercifully, and, boy though he then was in years, he 


seemed to possess the intelligence of a man. He was handsome, and for some time 


I racked my brains to remember what wild animal he recalled to me, for he had a 


curious look not altogether human. Then, I knew—Rudolph reminded me of a 


wolf; his eyes blazed green at times, and he seemed almost ready to spring. “Was 


he as cruel as a wolf?” I wondered, and then an icy chill went down my spine as I 


recalled the Empress‟s words to me before dinner when I had gone to show her 


my pretty gown. “Marie,” she had said, “to-night you will see Rudolph. I warn 


you against him, because he will turn on you if ever he gets the chance.” I glanced 


apprehensively at my cousin, who was mimicking his father‟s habit of twisting his 


moustache, for Francis-Joseph couldn‟t sit for five minutes without making sure 


that his moustache was still on his face. The Emperor was very kind to me, and 


told me as a huge joke that I was not a child, but just a Bavarian broomstick. 


 (Larish 43-44) 


 


 


This quote encompasses Marie Larish‟s first experience with her cousin, the Crown 


Prince and Arch-duke, Rudolph. From the start she is instilled with uneasiness and fear, 


simply from his stare. Marie begins to describe Rudolph as handsome but resembling a 


wolf, seemingly ready to attack at any moment. Marie drifts back to a conversation she 


had with the Empress, her Aunt, remembering her cold words, “Rudolph will turn on you 


if he ever gets the chance,” sending chills down her back (Larish 44). 


  


Eliot had a firsthand experience with Marie Larish, using her words in The Waste Land, 


according to Valerie Eliot. Marie spent lots of time with the Empress, walking and 


talking through the gardens. Marie highly regarded the Empress, taking to heart her every 


word. Marie found herself surrounded by the Crown Prince; he would constantly mock 


her, knowing how to easily anger her.  


 Thereupon I lost control of myself, and forgetting my cousin‟s rank, I  


boxed his ears. Rudolph bowed meaningly. „I shan‟t forget this,‟ he  


remarked. At supper I told the Empress the whole story. „It was rather an  


indiscreet thing to do,‟ she said, „for Rudolph is a very dangerous enemy.‟  


(Larish 74) 


Again, Marie consults the Empress, who is aware of Rudolph‟s behaviors and warns 


Marie to avoid him. Rudolph is dangerous; her words constantly ring throughout Larish‟s 


account in My Past.  


 


Eliot alludes to innocence in his poem by portraying a childhood memory. In the memory 


he uses Marie and Rudolph, however their relationship is depicted with greater innocence 


in Eliot‟s poem than Larish‟s accounts. Eliot misinterprets their relationship, 


downplaying the seriousness of Rudolph‟s impact in Larish‟s life, as Marie recalls in My 


Past.  








„Unless you swear to be quiet, I‟ll kill you,‟ hissed Rudolph. He released  


my wrists, which he held as in vice, and without another word he opened a  


drawer in his writing-table and took from it a little black revolver. He came  


to where I stood. „Do you want me to shoot you?‟ He caught me by the throat  


and pressed the weapon against my forehead. (Larish 238)  


Rudolph is dangerous to those around him, quite the opposite of how Eliot portrays him. 


Eliot reminisces in Marie‟s childhood and Rudolph is simply Marie‟s cousin wanting to 


„go sledding‟.  


  


Eliot uses a double entendre; his reference to Larish is common, easily understood and 


relatable. When you dig deeper into their past, many more secrets are revealed, 


concerning manipulation, deceit and lack of innocence. Eliot emphasizes their innocence, 


yet leaves it open to interpretation. Rudolph threatened Larish to get what he wanted, 


leaving her with no other options. She comes to the realization of who her cousin is, 


wishing she never listened to him in the first place.  


 „I can be brave when I have to face devils like you,‟ I cried. „For you are  


nothing but a devil. You brought me here under a solemn promise to deal  


with me in an honourable way; you do not know the meaning of the word.‟ 


(Larish 238) 


Eliot wrote, “Marie, hold on tight…” Marie is left with no other options at this point; she 


is going sledding and only has her cousin to trust. The irony in this is strong in these few 


short lines. Marie is forced to trust her cousin, not just in the scenario of sledding, but in 


life altering decisions.  


 


Rachel Goolsby   
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